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The correction of environmental pollution as a negative externality and as a private market failure by 
the appropriate form of government intervention has received substantial attention in the literature and 
different models of environmental policies have been developed and implemented in countries across 
the world. However, the results of these policies have been mixed. Recently, alternative ways to deal 
with the problems of environmental pollution have gained impetus. But in spite of achieved advances 
and the development of new policy instruments the problem of the formulation and implementation of 
effective environmental policies has not been satisfactorily resolved. In the paper we review selected 
approaches to the design of environmental policies in the context of the trade and cap policies and the 
utilization of the smart market model. We reflect upon the experience of the European union with the 
implementation of its emission trading system.  
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Introduction 

The private market fails in several respects one of them being the existence of 
externalities. Externalities are defined as the consequences of the economic activities 
of a single economic entity on another economic entity, which are not compensated, 
i.e. not reflected in the market prices for which produced goods are traded on the 
market. Externalities divert the allocation of resources from the efficient allocation, 
since economic agents do not bear all costs, or benefits, of their economic activities. In 
case of positive externalities economic activities have positive impact on other 
economic entities without the need for them to pay for this benefit, and the market 
will lead to the production of less than the socially optimal quantity of products. If the 
economic agent shifts some costs to other economic agents without compensating 
them for these costs, there are negative externalities. Those economic agents that do 
not bear all costs of their economic activities will tend to produce larger than socially 
optimal quantity of goods. The most commonly used example of a negative externality 
is environmental pollution. 

The correction of environmental pollution as a negative externality and as a 
private market failure by the appropriate form of government intervention has 
received substantial attention in the literature. Different models of environmental 
policies have been developed and implemented in the countries across the world with 
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mixed results. Recently, the efforts to develop alternative methodologies dealing with 
the problems of environmental pollution have gained the impetus. This development 
has been facilitated by the progress in information and computer technologies and 
new software. In the paper we discuss some of more recent approaches to addressing 
the problem of environmental pollution and reflect upon the experience of the 
European Union with its emission trading scheme.  

 

Market based approaches to deal with the problems of environmental pollution 

The theoretical analysis of environmental pollution is based in the property 
rights literature. The 1991 Nobel Prize winner for Economics Ronald Coase has shown 
that if the property rights are clearly defined the private market can resolve the 
problem of negative externalities through the negotiation between the parties 
involved. This is the essence of the Coase theorem formulated in 1937 (Coase, 1937). 
If parties are able to negotiate to obtain mutual benefits and the transaction costs are 
zero, the result of the negotiations will lead to an effective solution regardless of the 
initial allocation of property rights. However, the negotiation process requires that 
rules and property rights are clearly defined and transferable and the existing legal 
system stable. This solution of the externality problems cannot be considered if the 
property rights are not clearly defined, or if the transaction costs are too high, for 
example due to the large number of parties involved. In such situations, an alternative 
solution to address the problem of externalities was suggested to be sought. Practical 
applications of Coase’s argument were further developed e.g. by Dales (1968) for 
water and Crocker (1966) for air quality.  Dales pointed out that the legal regimes 
imposed by governmental agencies for pollution control could be considered as 
property rights to emit, but their problem was that they were not transferable. 
Crocker defined the property right to emit which would be transferable.  

Among the existing approaches to deal with negative externalities we compare 
two approaches – emission targets referred also to as cap and trade policies and the 
utilization of smart market to carry out the trading of the emission permits. In each of 
these two cases there are emission targets set, which represent the limit on 
emissions. These are then used in a market-based approach to control the amount of 
pollution. In these systems a governmental body sets the limit (a cap) on a pollutant, 
which can be emitted. Firms have to hold permits equaling to the amount of their 
emissions, while the total size of emissions cannot exceed the specified cap for the 
whole economy. Firms that wish to increase their emissions must then buy permits 
from those firms that require fewer permits, i.e. there is the scope for trading them. 
From the theoretical perspective the firms, which are able to reduce the emissions at 
lowest possible costs will sell the permits and those, with highest cost associated to 
the pollution abatement, will buy permits. Using this mechanism the specified 
pollution target will be achieved at lowest possible social costs.  
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Firms will choose the least-cost way to comply with the pollution regulation, 
which will lead to the reductions, where the least expensive solutions exist, while 
allowing to incur those emissions that are more expensive to be reduced. This 
approach is considered more efficient than the traditional control of emissions using 
the direct regulation. However, the specification of the emission standard is based on 
the use of the regulatory mechanism, which is sensitive to government failures, and 
the firms are free to choose how they achieve this standard. The failure to do so is as a 
rule subject to the fine.  

 
As indicated above the standard approach assumes that the overall objective 

of these policies is to meet the target level of pollution at minimum total abatement 
cost. Analytically, this is done by solving a cost minimization model representing the 
pollution removal for all affected sources of pollution or emissions in a specified 
region subject to a defined set of constraints. This includes the restrictions, which are 
designed to prevent further deterioration in the environmental quality at specific 
locations. The permit trading processes are designed so as to lead to the cost 
minimization outcome, i.e. the design of the market process is such as to allow for 
such allocation of permits that the cost minimization was achieved.  The effective 
allocation of the pollution control requires the equalization of the marginal cost of 
control for each emissions source.   

The design of the use of a smart market was suggested to deal with the task of 
allocating the permits to pollute. Smart market represents a periodic auction solved 
using the methodology of mathematical optimization, e.g. the linear programming. A 
market manager manages the smart market and the trades are realized within the 
pool of bids. In difference to the traditional auction, when the sale is carried out to the 
highest bidder, the allocation of scarce resource using the smart market methodology 
allows to introduce relevant constraints (McCabe et. al., 1991). 

An advantage of the utilization of the smart market methodology is that it 
allows reducing the transaction costs and increases the competition. The market 
participants are usually anonymous. The market manager enforces the regulation of 
the smart market so as to ensure the fairness and the transparency of its functioning. 
The smart market can be organized as a one-sided auction, when participants buy 
from the market manager, a reverse auction, when market participants sell to the 
market manager, or a two-sided auction, when the market manager acts as a 
mediator between the supply and the demand side of the market. The utilization of 
the smart market concept has been facilitated by the development of computer 
technologies with the Internet market well suited to collect the bids. The smart 
market allows for the decrease of the transaction costs, thus, it increases the potential 
for the Coase theorem to be applied in the real life situations, when there is the need 
to deal with the problem of negative externalities in the form of the environmental 
pollution.  

The nature of the pollutant plays a very important role in the decision making 
on the framework to be used to deal with the environmental pollution. The role of the 
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location is significant, i.e. it should be considered if the impact of a pollutant is global, 
or regional. If considering regional pollutants it is important to realize that their 
impact may not be the same at all emitting locations, thus, the location, where the 
pollutant is released plays a role. This is known as the Hot Spot problem. Typical 
examples of regional pollutants are sulfur dioxide, or nitrogen dioxide. In case of a 
global pollutant, such as carbon dioxide, its impact is global and in this respect it does 
not matter, where the pollutant is released.  

The smart market approach has been utilized e.g. in the electricity markets, 
when it was designed as a two sided market (Hogan et al., 1996), or in the Australian 
natural gas distribution, which was used to be cleared using the smart market 
approach via the Australian energy market operator2. The utilization of the smart 
market is proposed to be used also for water and air pollution (e.g. Murphy et al., 
2000, Raffensperger et al., 2009). The smart market design is carried out using the 
experimental design in the laboratory setting (Murphy et al., 2000). Willett et al. 
(2013) in their use of the computer-assisted smart market for air quality designed the 
market process for allocating emission permits so as to achieve the same type of 
behaviour that we observe for each decision maker in the overall cost minimisation 
model.  

 

Permission trading within the European Union  

The international community strives to address the problem of environmental 
pollution and its impact on the climate change. In 1998 the Kyoto Protocol was 
adopted, which came into force in 2005. As the signatories of this protocol most of the 
developed nations agreed to the legally binding targets for their emissions of the six 
greenhouse gases and emission quotas to decrease the overall amount of emissions. 
Under the Kyoto Protocol 15 countries that were European Union members before 
2004 committed themselves so as to reduce their collective emissions to the level 8% 
below the 1990 levels by 2008-2012. Most EU member states that have joined the 
European Union since 2004 have also introduced Kyoto reduction targets of 6%, or 8% 
respectively (5% in case of Croatia).3  

To achieve this goal in 2005 the European Union has adopted the European 
Union Emissions Trading Scheme, which has been the first and largest emissions 
trading scheme in the world. It is based on the following principles: the system 
operates in 28 EU countries and the three EEA-EFTA states (Iceland, Liechtenstein and 
Norway) and covers around 45 percent of the EU's greenhouse gas emissions. It aims 
to limit emissions from more than 11,000 heavy energy-using installations in the 
power generation and the manufacturing industry and from the flights to and from 
the EU and the three participating EEA-EFTA states (European Commission, 2014). It 
has been developed as the cap and trade system, which sets the total amount of 
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greenhouse gases that can be emitted into the system. The specified cap is foreseen 
to decrease over time so as to decrease the amount of the total emissions. Within the 
specified cap companies receive or buy emission permits, which they can trade among 
themselves. After each year a company must surrender enough allowances to cover 
all its emissions, otherwise it is heavily fined. The companies can keep their spare 
allowances to cover their future emission needs or they can sell them to other 
companies. Figure 1 shows the freely allocated emission allowances and verified 
emissions for all European Union countries participating in the European Union 
Emissions Trading Scheme for the period between 2005, when the scheme came into 
existence, and 2012, when the implementation of the second phase of the scheme 
was completed. 

 

Figure 1. Freely allocated EU emission allowances and verified emissions for the 
European Union Trading Scheme member countries  

Source:  
http://www.eea.europa.eu/data-and-maps/data/data-viewers/emissions-trading-
viewer 
 

The system is currently in its third phase (2013-2020). In 2009 it has been 
substantially revised to address its deficiencies. Main changes that were introduced 
compared to previous phases are related to the introduction of a single EU-wide cap, 

http://www.eea.europa.eu/data-and-maps/data/data-viewers/emissions-trading-viewer
http://www.eea.europa.eu/data-and-maps/data/data-viewers/emissions-trading-viewer
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which replaced previously existing system of national caps, the auctioning of allocating 
emission allowances is to gradually replace their free allocation. For those allowances 
that are still allocated for free harmonized allocation, the rules based on EU-wide 
benchmarks of emissions performance apply. In the current phase the system faces a 
challenge related to the growing surplus of emission allowances, which is perceived as 
a consequence of the economic crisis in the European Union, which led to the 
unexpected decrease of emissions. Due to this the European Commission decided to 
postpone the auctioning of some emission allowances. The effort to address the 
market imbalances is also to be tackled by a faster reduction of the specified cap.  

Conclusions 

The discussion above illustrates that the process of managing a market for 
emission permit trading is a difficult task to implement. In spite of achieved advances 
and new available technologies the formulation and implementation of efficient 
environmental policies has not been satisfactorily resolved. The above discussion of 
the cap and trade policies, and of the smart market to deal with the environmental 
problems has pointed out to their complexities, but also to the new potential 
facilitated by the development of information technologies. The experience from the 
implementation of the European Union Emissions Trading Scheme has shown that cap 
and trade policies are not adequately equipped to deal with the external shock in the 
system caused by such factors as an economic crisis, which recently hit the European 
Union countries. The design and the implementation of the computer assisted smart 
market model can be considered in this context as an appropriate alternative to 
mitigate existing problems.  
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